NEURONUP, S.L. PRIVACY AND PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION POLICY

www.neuronup.com GENERAL TERMS OF USE
Access to the contents of our Website will be granted on the condition of agreement to this
policy, which is established by NEURONUP, S.L. (hereafter referred to as “the entity”). NEURONUP,
S.L. may modify the informational content of the Website at any given time without prior notice. The
entity will not assume responsibility for whether or not the information on the Website is updated.
RRESPONSABILITY OF NEURONUP, S.L.
Access to this Website and the usage of its contents are the exclusive responsibility of
whomsoever disposes themselves of it.
NEURONUP, S.L. will not be take responsibility for any aftereffects, loss or damage which
may be derived from said access or use of the information. NEURONUP, S.L. will not be held responsible for possible security errors which may occur, nor for the possible damage which may be caused
to the user’s computer system (hardware and software) or the stored files or documents within as a
consequence of the presence of a virus in the computer used by the user in order to connect to the
services and contents of the Website, nor for an internet navigator malfunction, nor for usage of
former versions.
The user therefore expressly accepts without reservation that the access and usage of the
Website is performed at their sole and exclusive responsibility.
Law 34/2002 of 11 July concerning Information Society and Electronic Commerce Services
and relevant Spanish legislation will be applied to any dispute that may arise. In any case, the user
will attest to the veracity of the provided data; NEURONUP, S.L. reserves the right to exclude its
registered services from any user who has supplied false data, notwithstanding other action proceeding from the Law.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
NEURONUP, S.L. is the owner and/or licensee of all information contained on this Website,
its graphic design, images, databases, indices, source codes, brands, and logotypes, being protected
in conformance with that which is decreed in the Intellectual Property Law and in the Trademark Law.
Its availability and usage in no case constitutes the cession of ownership nor the concession
of usage rights to the User; therefore, any and all reproduction, copy, total or partial distribution or
marketing requires the prior written authorization of NEURONUP, S.L., the entity reserving, in the
case of inappropriate Website use, the right to exercise those legal actions specified for the restitution
of caused loss and damage, additionally obligating the user to compensate the entity for any damage
or loss that could be incurred by the use of the Website which infringes upon these general conditions
and/or legislation in force.

DATA PROTECTION POLICY
In fulfillment of that which is established in Organic Law 15/1999, of the 13th of December
concerning Protection of Personal Data, it is hereby advised that the data provided form a part of
archives that are the property of NEURONUP, S.L. Given the personal character of the data concerned, NEURONUP, S.L. promises to regard said data with strict confidentiality, keeping it secret. To
this effect, the entity has elaborated and instituted a Security Document in conformity with Organic
Law 15/1999 of the 13th of December Protectionof Personal Data (henceforth LOPD) and Royal
Decree 1720/2007 of the 21st of December, by which the Regulation for implementation of Organic
Law 15/1999 of the 13th of December concerning the Protection of Personal Data was approved.

Its availability and usage in no case constitutes the cession of ownership nor the concession
of usage rights to the User; therefore, any and all reproduction, copy, total or partial distribution or
marketing requires the prior written authorization of NEURONUP, S.L., the entity reserving, in the
case of inappropriate Website use, the right to exercise those legal actions specified for the restitution
of caused loss and damage, additionally obligating the user to compensate the entity for any damage
or loss that could be incurred by the use of the Website which infringes upon these general conditions
To best provide the services offered by NEURONUP, S.L., the user must answer each and
every question which appears on the Webpage forms.
This data will be treated with strict confidentiality, enabling the ability to exercise rights to
access, rectification, cancelation, and objection, communicated in writing and directed to the entity at
the postal address indicated above.
The user will declare, in the case that the personal data of a third party is facilitated, to having
the express consent of the said third party, and of having informing said third party of the content of
the provided data, the origins of said data, the existence and purpose of the file containing this data,
the possibility of exercising the right to access, rectification, cancelation and objection, as well as the
identifying data of NEURONUP, S.L.
The automated processing of personal data solicited has the additional purpose of the
maintenance, management, and administration of a contractual relationship, which, in its case, could
initiate the delivery of commercial information in relation to current and anticipated products and
services offered by NEURONUP, S.L.; this informaton includes marketing and promotional information via postal mail, fax, email or any other media.
The acceptance of this policy authorizes and grants consent to the cession of this personal
data to other entities (banks, insurance companies, transportation companies, etc.) solely and exclusively when necessary for the provision of the solicited service.
If no evidence to the contrary is received within a thirty-day period from the acceptance of
these conditions concerning the use of data for the purposes of commercial communication via the
electronic proceedings, it will be understood as consent to said treatment, notwithstanding the right to
process the revocation of said usage at any time by means of written communication addressed to
the entity, NEURONUP, S.L.

LINKS, BANNERS
The inclusion of banners and links to other websites on the Website www.neuronup.com has
a merely informative purpose; it is not considered that NEURONUP, S.L. recommends and/or guarantees said websites, over which it exercises no control, nor is responsible for their contents.

COOKIES
On occasion it is possible that technology called “cookies” may be used for the purpose of
providing a series of personalized contents and/or services. A “cookie” is a small data component that
a website may send to the user’s internet browser program.
In turn, this component may be stored in the user’s computer hard drive so that it is recognized when the Website is accessed. In any case, it is always possible for the user to specify preferences within the browser program used, indicating that a warning will be received before the user
accepts any “cookies”. The data stored within each “cookie” is as the following: date and time of the
last access to the Website, design of contents chosen during the first visit to the Website and security
elements which intervene and control access to restricted areas.

